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As seen about OWN’s Super Soul Sunday!The need for change as we get older—ve learned by that point,
from both our failures and also our successes, tends to possess humbled us into purity.is a individual
phenomenon, neither male nor female.not really fundamentally different from just how puberty separates
childhood from adulthood— There basically comes a time in our lives—also to finally, truly live it, while you
and you alone understand deep in your heart it was meant to be lived.s time for one part of ourselves to
die and for something new to be born. What we have called "middle age" need not be seen as a turning
stage toward death.Inside our capability to rethink our lives lies our greatest capacity to change them. The
purpose of this publication by best-selling writer and lecturer Marianne Williamson is normally to
psychologically and spiritually reframe this transition so that it qualified prospects to an excellent sense of
joy and awakening. It could be viewed as a magical turning point toward existence as we’s not really a
time to accept your death;t simply movement in a perfunctory manner from ancient assumptions handed
down to us, but rather flower into fresh archetypal images of a humanity just starting out at 45 or 50.
What we’an emotional pressure for one phase of our lives to transition into another—When we were
young, we'd energy but were clueless about what related to it. Today, we've less energy, probably, but
we've far more knowledge of what each breath of lifestyle is for. And now at last, we've a destiny to
satisfy—not a destiny of a life that’s just over, but rather a destiny of a lifestyle that's finally truly lived.
Midlife isn't an emergency; it’ it’ It’ve never known it, if we allow ourselves the power of an unbiased
imagination, utilizing thought-forms that don’s a period of rebirth.s a period to accept your
existence—when it’
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Great information for a new and conscious way of living I liked this book since it really makes you think
on what you want to carry out with the others of your life. My favorite component was when it all of a
sudden found me how if you are in your mid 40's you finally realize you will never end up being that 30
something again.!. Before this age you might have lived the life span you had a need to live, and not the
life you wanted (which is usually my case), to be able lo learn a lot of things. But you now are entitled
and obliged to live the life you really desire to live. It's difficult growing older and questioning who I am
now that the child is off to college, I'm solitary still, my first profession struggles to be resurrected and my
body, eyes and occasionally spirit, are sagging a growing number of. You can take it or keep it, but she
does have a spot. Very inspirational!. The publication is oriented to females, but males wont get harm if
they read it. They could even learn a couple of things and understand what ladies go through when they
reach midlife. I understood Marianne's writings would help guideline me from negativity and despair! Up
to certain point your life does start when you strike midlife.. It takes the pressure off to learn you don't
have to be young to have a great life. It's obvious that Marianne Williamson has "been there". You see
the young ones in the hi heels, playing around partying having fun coping with no crazy duties. It's
wonderful to feel like you already had your convert. To estimate Marriane: It is their turn now. Let them
be the wild horses, we can just relax and revel in where we are.! I love being my age group and where I
am at in my life. I highly recommend it to middle age women. Great baby boomer book Great baby
boomer book! It shines a different light on where you might think you are in lifestyle and present more
meaning to growing older. The books starts out with a humorous look at midlife but then turns to even
more spiritual meaning to life. Well worth the time you read. The very best book on midlife psychology
and spirituality I have ever read! it's ok to be right what your location is. She speaks from a location of
authenticity and makes some incredible points about the struggles most of us go through to find our own
authenticity as we age and be more aware.!!!!! There have been several Oprah "aha" moments in this
reserve, and several situations I thought "why didn't I create this"? I just want Marianne would make it
free of charge.. I've started this book (2009?) and also the current 2014 followup but am holding off
awhile before TV webinars are finished. I understand these two books in addition to her webinars and
weekend classes are superb as she is. Appear into all if you need a life changing experience. I keep it in
my nightstand! Love this reserve! Filled with ideas that can be used in working with "real life"
situations!Wow i was so enlightened by this reserve.! When you hit midlife it's much more likely that you
curently have a different perspective of life due to knowledge and that you will be more mature (that you
reach at any age group or never), so you can totally relate with her own experiences and revel in her
advice.! If you are over 40, this publication is definitely well worth the read! She's incredibly insightful
and someone I'd really like to get to know better! I keep it on my nightstand where I can make reference
to it when I feel the need! You view existence and the world in different ways by then.! Marianne
Williamson is completely "the bomb!" :) (Randy Jackson in me. And you don't have much more period
still left to fool around, you really have to focus on what you truly want and how you need to experience
it.. You can also try changing some attitude traits and concepts for your best interest and improvement as
human beings.) Today 53 myself, this book was a "needed" read.The writer gives good advice as to how
exactly we should live directly after we hit the midlife line inside our existence odometer.. I'm watching
her current 9-component webinar based on this book today and it is lifestyle changing.and am I even
slightly alluring, interesting or valuable any longer? Age miracles-embrassing midlife This was an
excellent read. I recommend it, in addition to any others by Marianne Williamson! I am 45 and needed to
examine this and the people in charge of the nation and the world have to read this. Everyone needs to
read this Even though you are in your 30s this is a great book to read to ensure your soul isn't calcifying
simply by enough time you hit your 40s 50s and 60s. Many thanks, Marianne! Most of the baby boomers
haven't grown up which book is a great guidepost for them. GET THIS BOOK! Change your daily life



from fear to love Marianne may be the best spiritual healer and existence coach I've ever encountered.
The world needs it a lot more than she needs the amount of money, I am sure. I have tweeted her about it,
please perform the same. Another Marianne Williamson journal. Nice... Great book females lots of
highlights thank you ? for a books to the idea Five Stars love Great book! Five Stars Great Book! Perfect
for Middleagers Very insightful. It was a pretty easy read. I loved it thoroughly. I'll read it once again at a
later time I’m sure. I recommend it to middle age women This book is extremely informative. It got this
book to essentially make me be thankful! I possibly could read it again. Mid life thinking She nailed it in
the shifts in midlife thinking.usual reading by author. Required reading for anyone in or around to type in
to midlife. (LOL) Really, she is therefore insightful and delivers it all with love, kindness yet, firmness.
She's amazing!
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